July 7, 2014
ICA announces Relevance book events featuring author Andrea Coville
-- Two sessions to examine The Power to Change Minds and Behaviour and Stay Ahead of the
Competition -Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA, www.icacanada.ca) is pleased to
announce two events featuring Andrea Coville, author of the groundbreaking book entitled
Relevance: The Power to Change Minds and Behaviour and Stay Ahead of the Competition.
Ms. Coville, CEO of Boston-based Brodeur Partners (www.brodeur.com) will walk attendees
through her framework for developing new products that customers want to own, use, spend
money on, talk about and embrace as part of their identities. Coville calls it “relevant
innovation” to which she devoted significant space in her latest book. The first event, a cocktail
reception on August 13 hosted by Ad Women of Toronto, will take place at the ICA at 2300
Yonge St. Toronto, from 5 pm to 7 pm. Andrea will talk about her marketing career of more
than 20 years and how the milestones she encountered as a working mom culminated in her theory of relevance as a powerful way to change people’s behavior. She will talk about learning
from struggle, integrating versus balancing life and work, and daring to do what one loves. The
second event on August 14 is a breakfast presentation at Toronto’s Spoke Club at 600 King St.
West. Single member tickets for August 13 are $25 and $40 for a ticket and a signed copy of the
book and are available at https://stayingrelevant.eventbrite.ca. Single member tickets for August
14 are $30 and $45 for a ticket and book. Non-member single tickets are $40 and $55. Tickets
for August 14 may be purchased at https://thepowertochangeminds.eventbrite.ca.
“We are delighted to have Andrea present her stimulating ideas surrounding innovation and relevance in building market share,” said Jani Yates, president, ICA. “Every CEO wants better results from their marketing spend -- more leads, a stronger brand and louder buzz. Andrea will
show them how.”
“The foundation of the book is that logic is overrated, and that triggers within a consumer's
community, values and sensory experiences are at least as important as changing one’s behavior,” commented Ms. Coville. “Prospects, whether they realize it or not, are interested in the sensory experiences a brand delivers, the values expressed and the kind of community being created

by the brand. Optimize those ingredients, and any communications initiative will deliver a big
dose of relevance.”

How to be more relevant
The presentations will offer three learning objectives: measurement insights, relevance in action,
and original research revelations. A variety of tools and methods -- readily available to measure
the baseline relevance of a product, service, candidate, brand, idea or cause -- will be presented
to guests, who will be shown how to select tools or methods to use for the case at hand. The
measurements spotlight both gaps in relevance and strengths on which an organization could better capitalize. Highly relevant communications initiatives will be examined, revealing what
worked, and how sensory, values and community considerations were applied to make these initiatives resonate. Research revelations will offer insights into consumer expectations that were
highly unexpected.

Relevance and the author Andrea Coville
For 25 years Andrea Coville, CEO of Brodeur Partners has developed and executed highperforming global communications campaigns for organizations in the business-to-business, consumer products and healthcare markets. Her agency's extensive client roster has included the
American Cancer Society (ACS), IBM, MasterCard, Corning, Phillips, RIM (Blackberry), Bio,
Vertex, 3M and GE Plastics. In addition to overseeing Brodeur’s strategic direction and operations, Andrea specializes in helping organizations achieve relevance, an elevated brand state that
fully engages the market's emotions, senses and community-minded impulses. Andrea has led
the creative planning process through brainstorming sessions, which in turn created the direction
and messaging for three global movements addressing cancer, hepatitis C and entrepreneurship.
She has also developed a consulting practice focusing on leadership for women. She frequently
leads workshops on social media and brand transformation.

"Every day I meet brilliant entrepreneurs who are looking for a unique edge when it comes to
presenting their ideas to the world. In an age of relentless competition, it's imperative to cut
through the clutter. The concept of Relevance provides a means to doing just that. It's an approach to articulating business ideas that are guaranteed to connect with investors and consumers alike with undeniable emotional and rational power. Any serious business person needs to
understand this book's message."
Jeffrey F. Rayport, Author and Fellow in Executive Education, Harvard Business School

"We sell to the world. That can be complicated, but Andy Coville shows that relevance is a
universal force. Her insights on influencing customer decision-making can deliver powerful results wherever you do business."
Minjung Sung, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Advertising and PR, Chung-Ang
University

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA, http://www.icacanada.ca) is the professional
business association which represents Canada’s communication and advertising agencies. The
ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s economic impact,
and to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought leadership, higher standards and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information, advice, education and
training for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s member agencies and
subsidiaries account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in Canada, with an economic
impact worth more than $29 billion annually. More information about the ICA and its initiatives
can be found at www.icacanada.ca or on Twitter @icacanada.
-30Media: To RSVP or book an interview with an ICA spokesperson or Andrea Coville, please contact Susan Willemsen or Alexandra Muszynski-Kwan at The Siren Group Inc. Tel: (416) 4615270. Fax: (416) 778-9047. E-mail: alexandra@thesirengroup.com www.thesirengroup.com or
on Twitter @thesirengroup.

